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                                                                            Match Report  

 Although overcast and threatening to rain, a few sprinkles on the second relay were all that showed up.  

 Jake Swierczek drove home from classes at WVU in Morgantown to join us at the range again. Maybe next month we 

can get some shooters from Lexington Park and Leonardtown to make the long drive and try their hand at high power 

rifle. There are so many different events to shoot at our club it sometimes is hard to decide what to shoot though. We 

are very fortunate in that respect. Some of our regulars were sick or had other higher priority things to do, so 

attendance was not as good as I had hoped.  

 Paul Stephens, using his AR-15 match rifle in .223 got off to a slow start but had it all together in the slow fire prone 

stage to come back and post the highest score for the day with his AR-15 match rifle, which is quite an impressive rifle to 

see, let alone shoot. Hopefully Steve Haimbach will be back next month to give Paul some competition. 

 Jake and his friend David Drazba were our two junior shooters. Both shot the old reliable M1 Garand with Jake taking 

High Junior honors. Half of our service rifles were M1’s, which is always good to see. The CMP is still selling refurbished 

M1’s for a bit over $1000 and they are excellent rifles. Get them while you can…you can always justify the purchase by 

considering then an investment. Their value will go up every year you own one. And you can shoot them in our National 

Match Course, the Vintage Military Rifle match and if you get one with a light enough stock, the High Power Sporting 

Rifle match too. 

 Many thanks to the competitors for their help in setting up the range and getting everything back in order after the 

match. And a special thanks to Mark Swierczek for running the second relay, allowing me to shoot. 

 Our next high power rifle match will be the High Power Sporting Rifle match on May 28th. I remind you that scoped rifles 

are allowed in this competition. Details on the match will be forthcoming . We have shooting mats and spotting scopes 

(although the scopes aren’t the best) you may use if you don’t have your own. 

 I urge you to give our high power matches a try. Good competition, good company and a good time to be had by all.   

 Dick Chadwick, Match Director                



                                                    

                                                                                Results Bulletin 

                                                                                  Service Rifle  

Name                      Class        Rifle         Standing       Sit/Kneel     Prone          Prone       Aggregate         Place         Special 

                                                                       Slow             Rapid          Rapid           Slow                                                    Category                                                                     

Swierczek, Mark      SS             AR-15         85-0X           89-0X           97-1X           184-5X       455-6X             1st           

Swierczek, Jake       EX             M1              89-0X           92-1X           87-0X           178-5X       446-6X           High  Jr.      Junior 

Chadwick, Dick        SS(T)        AR-15          82-1X           93-1X           88-0X           172-1X       435-3X                               

Schumacher, Tom  MK(T)       M1              79-1X           70-1X           90-0X           164-0X       403-2X 

Drazba, David         MK(T)       M1              87-1X           82-0X           59-0X           113-0X       341-1X                               Junior 

Zeigler, David         MK(T)       AR-15          49-0X           60-0X           66-0X           130-0X       305-0X 

                                                                                   Match Rifle 

Stephens,Paul         EX         AR-15           87-1X            92-0X          91-0X            197-5X         467-6X          MW  

                                     100 points possible each stage (200 prone slow), 500 points possible. 

   (T): Temporary Marksman Classification. Classification card will be issued after 150 rounds have been fired in 

competition. MW: Match Winner, high overall score. 


